A comprehensive design procedure based on extremum seeking for minimum power demand formation ight is presented, the rst with performance guarantees. The procedure involves the design of a new wake robust formation hold autopilot and transformation of the closed-loop aircraft dynamics to a form in which a newly available rigorous design procedure for extremum seeking is applicable. The design procedure is applied to a formation of Lockheed C-5s, extending the use of maximum performance formation ight to large transports. By the use of available experimental wake data of the C-5, a model of the aircraft in the wake is developed that models aerodynamic interference as feedback nonlinearities. Thus, this work is also the rst to attain stable extremum seeking for a plant with nonlinear feedback. Optimal formation ight is attained by online minimization of an easily measurable objective, the pitch angle of the wingman.
I. Introduction W HEN they y in formation, two aircraft can achieve a significant reduction in power demand, 1¡3 which can be exploited to improve cruise performance, such as range and speed, or to increase the payload. This more ef cient ight condition is attained through aerodynamic interference, by the wingman riding on the upwash eld of the leader, like a glider in a thermal. There exists an optimal con guration of the formation that yields maximal reduction in power demand. This con guration can be reached and maintained with dedicated automatic control on the wingman. In fact, at the safe longitudinal separation of two wingspans, maintained between the aircraft (speci cally, between the wing of the leader and the wing of the wingman) for collision avoidance, 4 the effect of aerodynamic interference on the leader is marginal and, in any case, bene cial. (Weak dependence of formation ight benets on longitudinalseparation permits freedom in setting it. 3 ) Thus, to attain maximum-ef ciency formation ight, only the wingman needs to be controlled, while the leader can be assumed to be stabilized in straight and level ight by an ordinary autopilot. 5 The wingman control system is based on a formation-hold autopilot (an autopilotcapable of tracking relative position referencesignals, that is, wingman-leader separationssignals), which is fed an estimate of the optimal separation.The estimate can be calculatedfrom an aerodynamic interference model, or it can be generated by an adaptive feedback control scheme. Both these strategies have been adopted in studies on the problem, which has lately been a focus of intense interest, given the potential payoffs and the availability of enabling avionics and control algorithms.
The model-based open-loop approachhas been employed in prior work. 6¡8 Its effectiveness is limited by the uncertainty of aerodynamic interference modeling, accompanied by high sensitivity of power demand reduction to positioning: An error of just 10% of the aircraft wingspan can reduce the bene ts by half. 9 In fact, the need for accurate steady-state performance in the presence of modeling uncertainty calls for adaptive feedback control. This has been done through extremum seeking algorithms. 3;5 In Ref. 3 , a simple discrete time extremum seeking algorithm to maximize aileron deection was used to attain a power demand reduction of 20% in experimental ight tests of two Dornier aircraft in formation. In Ref. 5 , simulation studies of a continuous time extremum seeking algorithm to maximize induced lift were presented. A systematic design procedure was absent in both.
This paper solves problems left open by Refs. 3 and 5 and supplies a generally applicable comprehensive design procedure for minimum power demand formation ight with performance guarantees and easily measurable objective for extremum seeking. This goal is attained through the following steps: 1) modeling of aerodynamic interferenceas a multiplefeedbacknonlinearityin the aircraft dynamics, 2) design of a new wake robust formation-holdautopilot, 3) transformation of the closed-loop aircraft dynamics to a form in which a newly available rigorous design procedure for extremum seeking 10 is applicable, and 4) application of the design procedure from Ref. 10 to attain stable extremumseeking,minimizingthe pitch angle of the wingman, an easily measurable objective, accounting for wake-induced uncertainties.
We apply the design procedure on a formation of Lockheed C-5s, extendingthe use of maximum performanceformation ight to large transports. We use available experimental wake data of the C-5 to develop a model of the aircraft in the wake that models aerodynamic interference as feedback nonlinearities. Thus, our work is also the rst to attain stable extremum seeking for a plant with nonlinear feedback. The choice of the C-5 for study is motivated by the following: Large transports ying long missions, mostly in a cruise condition, can get a high economical payoff from the system; the C-5 has a consistent eet, which will stay in service for 40 more years with new avionics and engines 11;12 ; and experimental data on the wake of the C-5 are available.
to extremum seeking, the transformation of the optimal formation ight problem to the framework for extremum seeking design, 10 and the extremum seeking design for the C-5s in formation. Section V presents simulations (all simulations performed in MATLAB ® and SIMULINK) of optimal formation ight of the C-5s in both calm air and in turbulent conditions.
II. Wingman Dynamics in Close Formation Flight
The dynamics of an aircraftin close formation ight is much more complex compared to the dynamics in free ight because of aerodynamic interference (wake-induced forces and moments, which mean new terms in the equations) that arises from the wake generated by other aircraft. Because this formation ight phenomenon signi cantly alters wingman dynamics, its effects have to be sufciently captured in modeling for control design, to ensure reliable performanceof the controlsystem in the real operatingenvironment.
We solve the problem in four steps. We rst develop a model of the wake of the leading C-5 from available wake data, 13 neglecting in uence of the wingman "far behind." Based on this model, aerodynamic forces and moments on the wingman in the wake of the leader are computed. Then an equilibrium study for the wingman in the wake is performed, yielding powerful insight into the physics of close formation ight bene ts. Finally, the dynamics of the wingman in the wake is derived from free ight dynamics.
A. Wake Model
The wake of an aircraft can be described by vortex sheet generation and rollup, rolled-up wake structure, vortex transport, and vortex decay.
14 Two simplifying assumptions can be made immediately, thanks to the value of the longitudinal separation between the aircraft. In fact, the safe two-wingspan gure is large enough for the rollup to be complete, yet small enough to neglect the slow vortex decay process. 15 Vortex transport, which involves a change in orientation and a distortion of the vortex axes from their modeled con guration, is dif cult or impossible to predict.
14 This phenomenon translates into uncertainties of the order of 20 ft (Ref. 14) on the optimal separations of the wingman, enough to cut formation ight bene ts by 50% (Ref. 9) . Hence, we model the rolled-up wake structure as two counter-rotating semi-in nite straight vortices trailing from the wing, 16 parallel to the ight path (with the leader assumed to be in straight and level ight all of the time), and separated by a distance equal to the reduced wing span b red , as shown in Fig. 1 , and later design the adaptation to account for the position uncertainty due to vortex transport. For this purpose, the NASA-Burnham-Hallock tangential velocity pro le (see Refs. 9, 16) is used because it correlates well with experimental data:
where V µ is the tangentialvelocity,0 is the circulation,r is the radial distance from the vortex axis, and r c is the core radius of the vortex. The circulation is given by
and the reduced wingspan by
where W is the aircraft weight, ½ is the air density, V 1 is the reference airspeed, and b is the aircraft wingspan. Finally, based on experimental data, 13 a 5-ft vortex core radius is estimated for the C-5 in the high-altitude cruise ight condition. The wake-induced velocity eld obtained with this model is given in Appendix A.
B. Forces and Moments on the Wingman in the Wake
When the wake-induced velocity eld is used, forces and moments on the wingman in the wake of the leader are calculated, with an emphasis on simple modeling. This choice is crucial, because the alternativeis to recalculatethe entire straight and level aerodynamic database of the C-5 for ight in the wake, a formidable task. 17 The closenessof aircraft conditionsin the wake to trim conditions permits splitting the forces and moments on the aircraft into two terms: a free ight term and an extra term due to ight in the wake. In this subsection we shall only be concerned with the latter, for which some powerfulsimpli cations can be made. First, because the aircraft y nearly straight and level and parallel, it can be assumed that extra forces and moments depend only on the relative position, that is, separations,between the two aircraft, and on no other states. The relative position x rel and its components, the longitudinal, the lateral, and the vertical separations, respectively, x, y, and z, are de ned in Fig. 2 .
A second assumptioncan be made on the same grounds that allow decoupling between longitudinal and lateral-directional dynamics in free ight. It refers to speci c forces and moments: The longitudinal and vertical forces and the pitching moment depend only on the upwash distribution, and the lateral force and the yawing moment are only due to the sidewash. No such simpli cation is possible for the rolling moment, which depends on both the upwash and the sidewash distribution.
To determine the longitudinaland vertical forces, and the pitching moment, we assume that the effect of the upwash distribution is equivalentto that of a uniform distributionobtainedby averagingthe actual one along the wingspan. 7 Then we use the available stability derivatives to compute the forces and the moment in one shot. The average upwash N W wake is given by
where b is the wingspan, W wake is the upwash, c.s/ is the chord distribution used as a weight for the average, and s is the lateral coordinate along the wingspan originating at the left wingtip. The rolling moment due to the upwash, L wake , is calculated using modi ed strip theory 14 :
where Q.s/ is an elliptical weight, m is a correction factor, a 0 is the two-dimensional lift curve slope, AR is the aspect ratio, and TR is the taper ratio. A value of 5.67 is used for a 0 , as recommended in Ref. 14. The rolling moment is given in terms of the rolling moment factor (RMF) D L wake =L max .
Side-force and lateral-directional moments due to the sidewash were calculated assuming a uniform distribution, equal to the value of sidewash at the centerline, V CL wake . We use this simpli cation because sidewash-induced effects are small compared to other wake effects.The sign conventionfor V CL wake is oppositeto the one for V wake . With this simple modeling, both the longitudinaldynamics forces and moment and the rolling moment are overestimated (although a more careful choice of the weights can improve accuracy). This, however,shallnot be a concernbecausean overestimateof formation ight bene ts leads to conservative design of the control system. More re ned modeling, such as vortex lattice, 9;18 can be used for ne tuning and analysis. The average upwash N W wake , the rolling moment L wake , and the sidewash V CL wake elds are shown in Figs. 3-5 as functions of the lateral separation y and of the vertical separation z, at a longitudinal separation x D 2b. In fact, there is no signi cant dependence on the longitudinal separation; hence, a constant value of two wingspans will be used for all aerodynamic interference calculations.
C. Wingman Equilibrium in the Wake
A comparison of horizontal rectilinear ight of the wingman in and out of formationprovidesan estimateof formation ight bene ts and links them to a measurable quantity, which is needed for the adaptive online optimization.
The use of the average upwash concept to model wake-induced forcesin the verticalplane,permits proceedingin analogywith ight in uniform rising air. Conclusions can then be reached with simple application of small perturbation theory.
While in the wake, the wingman experiences the leader-induced upwash eld, which translatesinto an increase of the angle of attack and, thus, of lift, unless speed is reduced at the same time. Then, to maintain vertical equilibrium at the same speed, the wingman has to pitch down. The more pitch down, the more the weight helps thrust balance drag, as shown in Fig. 6 , where V air is the airspeed, L is the lift, D is the drag, T is the thrust, and the subscript form refers to steady-state in formation. Hence, thrust reduction, that is, formation ight bene ts, are related to the averageupwash and to the wingman steady-state pitch angle. The relationship is proportional and speci cally
where the subscript 0 refers to steady state out of formation and N µ is in degrees. T 0 is 30,000 lb.
These conclusions have two important applications. First, they allow estimation of both the maximum thrust reduction and the relative position at which it is realized, by inspection of the average upwash plot ( Fig. 3 ):
where the subscript opt refers to the optimal con guration. Second, the pitch angle of the wingman, which can be easily measured, can be fed to the adaptive loop to achieve online optimization.
D. Wingman Dynamics in the Wake
The model is based on standardlinearizeddecoupleddynamics in free ight because state deviations from trim conditions are small. The reference condition chosen for design is cruise at Mach 0.77, 40,000 ft, and 650,000 lb. Dynamics are then given by
where x D .x long x lat / T and u c D .u clong u clat / T , and A D diagfA long A lat g, and B D diagfB long B lat g and where the subscript long stands for longitudinaldynamicsand the subscriptlat stands for lateral-directionaldynamics. The states x long and x lat and the control inputs u clong and u clat are given in Appendix A; stability derivatives are given in Ref. 19 . The dynamics and the saturation points of the conventional controls of the C-5 have been assumed due to lack of data; they are given in Appendix A. The states can all be measured with accelerometersand gyros, coupled with differential global positioning system (DGPS) and datalink between the two aircraft for separations. 20 Beginning 2003, ring-laser gyroscopes and DGPS will be standard equipment on the C-5. The measurement of angle of attack in the highly nonuniform wake-induced velocity eld is not meaningful. Hence, its use in feedback should be avoided.
Although perfectly adequatefor free ight, linear modeling is not suitable for formation ight. Hence, the dynamics of the wingman in the wake is derived from free ight dynamics, by incorporating formation-relatedextra forces and moments as feedback nonlinearities ( Fig. 7) :
where ( 13) and
The wake in uence matrix F is given in Appendix A, through its three nonzero partitions, along with the units and the sign conventions for the wake-induced inputs u wake .y; z/.
III. Formation-Hold Autopilot
The task of the formation-hold autopilot is to drive the wingman to the relative position (with respect to the leaderin rectilinear ight) prescribed by the extremum seeking algorithm. This translates into the capabilityof tracking referencelongitudinal,lateral, and vertical separation signals.
The use of the autopilot in an adaptive loop with the purpose of maximum-ef ciency ight in an uncertain wake-induced velocity eld produces unique design speci cations: 1) high-speed tracking in a neighborhood of the optimal con guration to ensure closedloop stability and speed of convergence with adaptation, 2) ability to track large reference position signals to enable formation join-in from afar, and 3) robustnessof trackingperformanceto aerodynamic interference. (This is crucial to extremum seeking design.)
The uniqueness of these requirements dictate a new design approach, despite the availability of other formation-hold autopilots.
6¡8

A. Architecture and Design
The structure of the autopilot is shown in Fig. 8 . It uses full state measurement (available through an inertial navigation system, a DGPS, and a datalink between the aircraft). It consists of, rst, a relative velocities tracking loop (which includes a turn coordination loop based on the sideslip angle¯) designed in the error space with the internal model principle 21 with the feedback gain designed by a linear quadratic regulator (LQR). (This is implemented through the two internal loops in Fig. 8 , one proportional to the state and the other proportional to the integral of relative velocities error.) Second, there is a separations tracking loop with classically designed proportional derivative (PD) compensators in the outer loop, along with rate limiters,placed between the inner and the outer loop. Highspeed tracking is attained by using high gains; actuator and engine saturation and integrator windup due to large join-in reference signals are prevented by the rate limiters. The following is a compact representation of the closed-loop dynamics in Fig. 8 :
where
and
All autopilot parameters are supplied in Appendix B.
B. Robustness to Aerodynamic Interference
This requires that the closed-loop dynamics in Eq. (14) be stable at all points in the wake. Linearizing Eq. (14) about a point . N y; N z/ in the wake, we get design of high autopilotgains to achieve desired robustnessof tracking performance to aerodynamic interference. The stability of the autopilot so designed has been checked by root locus calculations for the range of gradients expected in the wake. As a sample, Fig. 9 shows the root locus of the transfer function between average upwash N W wake and vertical separation z for the range of gradientsin the average upwash eld [¡0.345, C0.345] (ft/s)/ft. (In Fig. 9 , poles are shown with crosses and zeros with circles; some very large zeros in the transfer function are not shown.) Figure 10 presents a zoomed-in version to show that the dominant poles hardly change, resulting in performance practically identical to free ight operation. Robustness to aerodynamicinterferenceis also illustratedby the simulation results to follow. Figures 11 and 12 show a typical approach to the optimum, assuming perfect knowledgeof its position.The wingman is initialized 20 ft below and 20 ft to the right of the optimal position. Two sets of time histories are shown for comparison: Solid lines represent the autopilot performance with aerodynamic interference, whereas dashed lines representautopilotperformancewithout aerodynamic interference, which is the condition in which it has been designed. Vertical and lateral separation time histories exhibit almost identical performance with and without aerodynamic interference. The longitudinal separation error is not a concern because it does not have any signi cant effect on formation ight bene ts and because it is well within safety margins for collision avoidance.
C. Simulation Results
Elevator and ailerons de ections reach maximum values almost instantly, to guarantee maximum performance:longitudinalconvergence time of 5 s and lateral convergence time of 10 s. Vertical acceleration (not shown) does not exceed a peak of 0.3g and lateral acceleration (not shown) is negligible, thanks to turn coordination. Other simulation runs (not shown to save space) demonstratedgood operation of the system starting at any distance from the leader, without reaching actuator saturation. Far away, the rate limiters set vertical approach speed at 500 ft/min and lateral approach speed at 250 ft/min.
As the optimum is reached, thrust is reduced by about 40%, as the aircraft pitches down by about 1 deg, consistentlywith the equilibrium analysis in Sec. II. The ailerons de ect by about 20 deg, compensatingwake-inducedrolling moment. Like thrust reduction, this is an overestimate due to the approximate calculation of aerodynamic interference; nonetheless it suggests that high aileron trim drag is to be expected. A method to eliminate it is presented in Sec. V.
IV. Extremum Seeking Control of Formation Flight
The problem of minimizing power demand through formation ight appears to t intuitivelyinto the framework of extremum seeking control.The choice of objectiveused in this work (the pitch angle µ ), however, does not permit the problem to t into the standard extremum seeking framework for which a rigorous design method is available. Hence, we transform our problem to t into the standard framework, and then perform design. We present a brief summary of extremum seeking in Sec. IV.A, the design algorithm in Sec. IV.B, the transformation of our problem to t the standard scheme in Sec. IV.C, and our design in Sec. IV.D.
A. Extremum Seeking
We introduce the generalized multiparameter extremum seeking scheme in Fig. 13 and sum up the design procedure from Ref. 10 . In this scheme, the plant nonlinearity f .µ / is assumed to be of the form
The purpose of extremum seeking is to make µ ¡ µ ¤ as small as possible, so that the output
. The following assumptions are made for the system in Fig. 13 : Forcing frequencies! 1 < ! 3 < ¢ ¢ ¢ < ! l are used in the l parameter tracking loops. The probing signals a p sin ! p t into the plant help to give a measure of gradient information of the map f .µ /. This is obtained by removing from the output the variation of f ¤ using the output lter C op .s/= 0 f .s/, and then demodulating the signal with sin.! p t ¡ Á p /.
Application of the following design algorithm ensures that the output y in Fig. 13 converges exponentially to an 
where 
C. Formulation as a Standard Extremum Seeking Problem
We show here that the extremum seeking scheme in Fig. 14 can be transformed to the form in Fig. 13 , in which we can then use the available design algorithm. We achieve this objective through the following steps. 
ow, let the transfer functions in free ight (with all wake terms zero) from the reference positions to the position be
Second, because the autopilot has been designed to be asymptotically stable at all points in the wake, we can write the following transfer functionrepresentationsfrom the linearizationsof Eqs. (20) and (21) at a point . N y; N z/ in the wake:
where the uncertain transfer functions 1 1 .s/ and 1 2 .s/ arise from the wake feedback nonlinearities. Third, use the free ight dynamics with the autopilot to estimate the contribution to pitch angle µ z of the vertical separation reference signal z ref :
(26) Subtract µ z from µ to estimate the pitch angle due to the upwash µ w :
where 10 The nite range of slopes (from 0 to a maximum value) of the wake nonlinearities and the small variation of system poles during motion in the wake due to the high-gain autopilot design ensure that the dynamics are linearly stable at all points in the wake. Moreover, actuator de ections compensate for the wake-induced forces quickly to reach translationalequilibrium at each point in the wake. This makes the bounded noise terms very small. Last, the wake nonlinearity N W wake .y; z/ maps the outputs of the transfer functions F i 1 .s/ and F i2 .s/ to the input of F o .s/. Because it has a minimum, it can be representedlocally around the minimum in the form in Eq. (18) with piecewise constant µ ¤ and f ¤ . Hence, we can write the closed-loop adaptive system in Fig. 14 in the form in Fig. 13 for the purpose of extremum seeking design. An alternative means of transforming the system for design of stable extremum seeking is to analyze directly the closed-loopadaptive system using the method of averaging and modulation properties of the Laplace transform, a lengthy procedure.
Thus, we have a system that satis es the conditions in Sec. IV.A under which the design algorithm for extremum seeking can be applied. For the purpose of design, we use the transfer functions in free ight as the nominal system and perform extremum seeking design on it in Sec. IV.D, taking into account the wakeinduced uncertainty. This is justi ed because operation in the wake produces only small changes in the closed-loop dynamics with autopilot.
D. Extremum Seeking Design for Formation Flight
We observethatthe extremum seekingdesignfor minimum power demand formation ight must, for practical implementation,satisfy the following requirements: achieve stable tracking of the optimal position from afar (at least as much as the uncertainty in vortex position) in the face of wake-induced uncertainty in the transfer functions 1 1 .s/; 1 2 .s/, and 1 o .s/ and the map second derivative; converge to the extremum fast enough to enable maximal extraction of formationbene ts under varyingconditions;avoid positioningthe wingman far into the downwash region of the leader (where control authoritymay not be suf cient to stabilizeaircraft)by avoidingovershoot in the transient response; and provide reasonable robustness of performance to unexpected atmospheric turbulence.
We design two extremum seeking loops: one for attainingoptimal vertical separation and the other for attaining optimal lateral separation between the aircraft. For the process of design, we assume step variations in the optimal separations, that is, 0 y .s/ D 0 z .s/ D 1=s, and in the magnitude of average upwash velocity at the optimal position 0 N Wwake .s/ D 1=s. We rst apply the design algorithm to the design of the vertical separation optimization loop that sets the reference z ref for the longitudinal aircraft dynamics with autopilot. We choose forcing frequency ! 1 D 3 rad/s (about twice the speed of the dominant poles of the longitudinal dynamics with autopilot) to ensure separation of timescales. Forcing amplitude a 1 D 0:1=jF i1 . j ! 1 /j D 1:22 ft is chosen so as to achieve an oscillation of 0:1 ft in aircraft vertical separation z. The output compensator is chosen as 
V. Simulation Study
We present here two sets of simulation results showing time trajectories of relative position, extremum seeking objective µ W and actuator and engine outputs: one in calm air (Fig. 15) and the other showing a brief encounter with clear air turbulence (CAT) (Fig. 16) .
For the simulation in calm air, as for the autopilot simulation run, the wingman is initially 20 ft below and 20 ft to the right of the optimal position.(This will in practice be the best availableestimate of the optimal position due to the uncertainty introduced by vortex transport.
14 ) The simulation of the brief encounter with CAT starts in calm air (which is typical because the system would not be used in known turbulent conditions)at the optimal position with turbulence beginning at 40 s.
The states of the longitudinal dynamics, with the exception of the elevator servo states and the engines state, are initialized close to their trim condition in the wake. This initialization,or trimming, is essential for stable functioning of the system because extremum seeking offers only a local stability guarantee. No such initialization is needed for the lateral-directional dynamics because the objective µ w is a function of states in the longitudinal dynamics only. The turbulence model includes vertical and lateral gusts with standard Dryden spectrum for CAT at 40,000 ft. Figures 15 and 16 show steady-state values in dashed lines and system performance in solid lines.
The overall result is that engines output is in the neighborhoodof steady-state reduction after 80 s, although convergence is complete only after about 120 s. The speed of convergenceof the adaptation is ultimately limited by the speed of the aircraft dynamics with autopilot. Here, the gains usable in extremum seeking design are limited by the presence of nonminimum phase zeros in the aircraft dynamics. A possible solution to this problem may be to use direct lift control. The simulation results show several aspects of the design that render practicalapplicationof the design procedurein this paper feasible.
1) It is ensured that there is no overshoot in the lateral separation (y) tracking. This is essential to prevent the wingman from entering the downwash region of the leader's wake where rollcontrol authority may not be suf cient to maintain aircraft position stably.
2) The amplitude of steady-state pitch angle oscillation µ w is 0.2 deg, which is suf cient for accurate measurement.
3) Steady-state actuator oscillations are reasonable: Elevator oscillations are about 2 deg at a frequency of 3 rad/s and ailerons and rudder oscillationsare, respectively,about 4 and 1 deg at a frequency of 1.5 rad/s. To reduce actuator wear due to the probing signals, extremum seeking can be switched on or off using dead-zone nonlinearities before the extremum seeking integrators depending on the distance from the optimum. 4) Actuators do not hit saturation. The performance in CAT reveals some fundamental limitations of the extremum seeking method. In fact, the average upwash in the wake has a peak of about 15 ft/s, and the CAT has velocity uctuations of the order of 10 ft/s. This produces several transient local maxima in the upwash eld that mislead the extremum seeking algorithm, which is based essentially on gradient estimation of the upwash eld. A practical solution to this problem is switching off the extremum seeking when the vertical acceleration exceeds an acceptable level of 0.2g. This approach was implemented with the addition of a relay and two switches to the scheme and has been successfully tested in simulation. (The results are not shown here because of space limitations.)
This study did not consider trim drag due to ight in a wake. Aileron trim drag, which is the most persistent, can be balanced by asymmetric fuel loading, more fuel on the left wing tank. If the aircraft has an aft fuel tank, fuel shifting can be applied to cancel elevator trim drag; in any case, this contribution is negligible because the angle-of-attack change from free to formation ight is almost zero. Finally, rudder trim drag can be eliminated using slightly asymmetric thrust.
Our work can be extended to the case of maneuvering ight. The architecture of the lateral-directional part of the autopilot has to be changed, to track the heading reference signals, instead of lateral separation signals. An outer loop has also to be added to this and can be designed as in Ref. 7 . The longitudinal part of the autopilot does not need any modi cation. The extremum seeking algorithm used 10 is capable of tracking general time variations in the location and the value of the maximum upwash velocity. Designs for formations involving more aircraft will need to consider issues of string stability.
VI. Conclusions
We have developed a comprehensiveand generally applicabledesign procedure for minimum power demand formation ight. This has involved modeling aerodynamic interferenceas a multiple feedback nonlinearity and development of an autopilot robust to operation in the wake that is fast enough to permit stable adaptation (which results in a nonstandard autopilot), as well as extremum seeking design (with stability and performance guarantees) for a system with nonlinear feedback to maximize the pitch down angle of the wingman. Because this work supplies performance and stability guarantees for a robust adaptive solution to the problem of minimum power demand formation ight, making use of an easily measurable optimization objective, it should aid in practical implementation of the concept. Table A1 . 
B. Wake-Induced Velocity Field
The wake-induced upwash distribution is
are the contributions, respectively, from the right and from the left trailing vortex. Figure A1 shows the origin of the coordinate system at the right wingtip of the leader and the directions of the upwash W wake and sidewash V wake . Tables A2-A4 give the states (x long;8 £ 1 ; x lat;8 £ 1 ) and the inputsof the model, as well as the parameters of the actuators. All quantities are to be intended as perturbations from their value at the reference and by the integrative part whose gain matrices are given by 
C. Free Flight Model Data
